ABSTRACT. The paper aims to study the importance and equivalence of the principles of maximum-entropy, and sufficient and stable inferences in the statistical characterization of the thermal equilibrium of a closed system.
According to Kullback [6] S(plp ) gives a measure of directed divergence between the equilibrium and non-equillbrium states.
The relative entropy S(OID ) is the basic starting concept and for the case of closed system it is more appropriate than that of the simple entropy [5] . The macroscopic description of the system is realized by the countable set of measurable non-overlapplng phase-cells or partition {r which corresponds to the different observational values of the energy X() of the system. Let a be the o-algebra formed by the partition {r including the null set . The coarse-gralned probability density is then defined by
where P are the probability distributions of the partition r.
Then the relative e'ntropy for the coarse-grained distribution is defined by The statistical equilibrium is completely characterized by the average energy <X(m)> E of the system. According to the generalization of the maximumo entropy principle [6] , the probability distribution of statistical equilibrium will correspond to the maximum of the relative entropy S(plD ) subject to the condition (or
In the process of maximization, we have [6] (3.
2)
The equality between the first two members of (3.2) holds if and only if [6] or for all r r For the statistical equilibrium of the system, S(p tp) must achieve the upper bound * * S (l) that is, we must have the equality S(p po S (l). This corresponds to the to the minimal (or least) sufficiency of the o-algebra that is, to the o-algebra #min {' 6X} where is the null set and 6X is the width of variation of X(0).
For the minimal sufficient o-algebra =min {' 5X}, we have for P(dX) 1, h(X a) exp %(<X> )X a}/Z( (<X> which is the maximum-entropy estimate of the probability distribution pO and it is the canonical distribution of energy with -I/kT, k being the Boltzmann's constant and T being the absolute temperature. The probability distribution (4.5) according to (4.2) , is the most stable probability in the sense of its least sensitiveness to the statistical error in the average value <X>.
The procedure of obtaining the probability distribution as a consequence of the criteria of stability in the sense of its least sensitiveness is known as the procedure of stable inference [4] . The above analysis also leads to the important result of equivalence of the principles of maxlmum-entropy and stable inferences.
STATISTICAL EQUILIBRIUM: CHARACTERIZATION.
Let us now draw from section (3) and (4) In section (4) we have proved the stable character of the probability distribution of thermal equilibrium.
From the equality of (4. 
